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Requirements

Requirement V1: Required Courses - Types: Minor

Notes:
- This minor explores teaching as a profession but does not directly lead to teacher certification. Please contact the Program in Science Learning Office for more information.

* Related Conditions: N7

Requirement V2: Choose two additional courses in one of the following strands: - Types: Minor
2 courses from 1 of the following sets of courses:
  - or Agricultural Science Strand: (11:300:425, 11:300:426)
  - or Physical Sciences Strand: (15:256:551, 15:256:552)

Conditions

Condition N7:
(Applies to requirement (V) - Required Courses)
This minor explores teaching as a profession but does not directly lead to teacher certification. Please contact the Program in Science Learning Office for more information.

Reuse

Courses may not be reused within any requirements.